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The Cost-effective Shed Kit by Solid Build

Spring of 2010 will be a season of new beginnings. Solid Build Incorporated, the maker of outdoor wood
projects will be introducing its new economy shed product called, Optima.

March 17, 2010 - PRLog -- Spring of 2010 will be a season of new beginnings. Solid Build Incorporated,
the maker of outdoor wood projects will be introducing its new economy shed product called, Optima. As
the new year progresses, they will be presenting their latest design that's low-cost and yet still as durable as
the rest of their products. 

Solid Build Outdoor Wood Projects creates do-it-yourself shed kits that are assembled using a simple
carpentry tool with the guide of a manual. It is a young company that is penetrating the industry through a
mix of innovation and traditional materials. They provide sheds made of all natural wood that come in a
variety of designs. Innovation is highlighted in Optima.  Their sheds are practically large puzzle pieces that
were created with a simple CNC router. They start out as complicated wood pieces but their assembly's
difficulty was scaled down to that of a 7-12 year old’s toy puzzle. 

Solid Build aims to attract a larger client base on a nationwide level. Through innovative products and
functional designs, they target consumers that will see and appreciate the standards of Solid Build shed kits
which are durability, functionality and beauty. In service and sales, Solid Build greatly expresses the
importance of knowledge as a means of enabling consumers to decide well. They provide online support
and shed information that aims to assist clients with, for instance, the care of the shed. 

Shed kits are made primarily for storage of equipment but a set of large doors and empty space can allow a
shed to be converted to a different purpose. In some instances a shed kit can be used as a summer house or
a little workshop for your hobby.

As the need for more cheaper and cost-efficient products arises, Solid Build addresses the problem with
their low-cost shed kit—the Optima. It is made of pine wood just as the rest of Solid Build shed kits. Shed
kits are composed of several layers of framing, flooring and joints. They have numerous parts of varying
sizes. Each piece has a purpose and each one has a place in the shed.  But in the Optima, the case is
different. It is composed of Solid Wall Panels which make the economy shed much simpler than most kits.
The panels make the Optima easier to transport and much easier to assemble than traditional shed designs.
It's supposed to cut down on parts and especially on assembly time. 

The new economy shed kit is due to be released this spring. It costs exactly $999, cheaper than most livable
sheds but still in the middle range of small storage sheds. The purchase of this model or any other shed kit
from Solid Build comes with a free sconce along with an instruction booklet for assembling the shed. 

Solid Build shed kits can be purchased online at their website. They provide free shipping to nearby states
such as Wisconsin and Ohio. But a charge of $500 to $800 is charged to farther states for example, Florida,
North Dakota, Texas and California.

# # #

Click on http://www.woodenshedkits.com or dial 1-800-590-2508 for truly unique shed kits, garden sheds,
and storage sheds. Solid Build Inc. offers the best prices guaranteed!
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